Performances of patients with a dementia of the Alzheimer type in the Standardized Road-Map test of Direction Sense.
The Standardised Road-Map test of Direction Sense of money (A Standardised Road-Map Test of Direction Sense, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976) was applied to a group of 14 patients diagnosed with dementia of the Alzheimer type (DAT) and to a group of 14 healthy controls matched in terms of age and education. Subjects were tested with two forms of the Money test. In the first form, the standard procedure was used. It requires patients to perform mental rotations and right or left discrimination. In the second form, the examiner turned the test sheet at each intersection to align the route with the subject. In contrast to the first condition, no mental rotation was necessary to distinguish right from left turns. This procedure has been introduced to investigate the impact of the graphic material in the map display on performance. The subjects were also given a right-left discrimination test. The results show a significant difference between DAT patients and the control group in the original form of the Money test. DAT patients also showed a deficit compared to the control subjects in the modified form of the test. The right-left discrimination test revealed no dysfunction in either group tested on problems referring to their own body parts. The designation of the body parts of somebody facing them was deficient with DAT patients. The capacity of right-left discrimination, at least with respect to parts of their own body, does not play a central role in the poor test performance of the Money test. We conclude that the Money test has a clinical value, but not specifically in the evaluation of right-left discrimination. This test should rather be viewed in terms of mental rotations and limited attention resources in DAT patients.